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Dear Berkeley Community,
At this point, we are all quite inundated with news and reports about
COVID 19. However, I do want to take this opportunity to remind families
that children are always tuned in to what we are reading, talking about,
and sharing on social media. While they may seem engrossed in their
video game or current art project, they are internalizing much of the
world around them--a great deal of which is through the filter of their
parents and caregivers..
The following are some tips for parents and caregivers with regard to
supporting children’s understanding of the COVID 19 virus and quarantine
requirements.
● Remain calm and reassuring - what you say and do about
COVID-19, current prevention efforts, and related events can either
increase or decrease your children’s anxiety.
● Make yourself available - children may need extra attention from
you and may want to talk about their concerns, fears, and
questions. It is ok for parents to express fears and sadness--this is a
normal coping mechanism and children should know that it is ok to
show these emotions.
● Avoid excessive blaming - it is important to avoid stereotyping any
one group of people as responsible for the virus. Be aware of any
comments that other adults are having around your family. You may
have to explain what comments mean if they are different than the
values that you have at home.
● Remember that this crisis has the potential to bring out goodness in
the world and our families. We all must model to children a positive
spirit and a genuine commitment to finding ways to use this time to
grow personally and as a community.
I miss seeing all our sweet children and look forward to having a restored
and healthy school community soon!
For the Lions,
Lisa Johnson, PhD
Berkeley Head of School
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Well, I think it is safe to say that when this school year started none of us
imagined we would be where we are today. Yet here we find ourselves, working
and learning from home while the events of the world batter away at our front
doors. While we can all agree it is far from an ideal situation, it is important to
note that current events have also shone a positive light on a number of things in
our Berkeley community. Most notably, the current shutdown has provided our
students a chance to showcase their resilience and dedication.
Being resilient and dedicated are two of the characteristics Berkeley tries to
build in our students, and have included in our Learner Profile. In this case, our
students have gone above and beyond our expectations for both. Their ability to
transition to online learning and their hard work completing assignments in
adverse circumstances shows that they have internalized these characteristics
and are growing into the mature, responsible adults we all know they can be.
Current events have also shone a light on the dedication and hard work of
Berkeley’s teachers and parents. In such times we all must rely on each other to
be successful, and our students’ success is only possible when their hard work
and focus is combined with the support and structure given to them by the
adults in their lives.
I would like to thank all of Berkeley’s students, parents, and staff for their
patience, understanding, and hard work as we continue forward through this
shutdown. I look forward to nothing more than seeing you all at school again
soon.
Take care, and stay well.
Ashley Peek
Secondary Principal
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A big hello to everyone reading this
special “home” edition of the Berkeley Times!
The response from our Berkeley community in
these challenging times is one we can all be
proud of. The sense of togetherness is still
present, and our resilience is unwavering.
Hear us roar!
That said, there will be moments (many
moments!) where we become overwhelmed
and anxious. The important thing to
remember is that this is fine, and normal, and
ok! One of people’s most common fears is the
fear of the unknown. Children, like the rest of
us, handle change best if it is expected and
occurs in the context of a familiar routine. A
predictable routine allows children to feel
safe, and to develop a sense of mastery in
handling their lives.
Assigning your child a routine or
schedule will look different from those of
others, so sit down with your children and
work on it together to suit the needs of your
family. Including tasks and activities not
related to school is super important, so be
sure to add household chores, shopping,
gardening duties, chill times, etc., to your
schedules. And remember, while a schedule is
a good guide to follow, cut yourself some
slack if you and the family don’t manage to
abide by it fully every day.
There is always room
for flexibility and spontaneity!

Stay safe and stay well!
Mr. Jake
Primary Principal
5

Chinese New Year
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Big and Busy!
Pre-k
This quarter Prek dove into learning all
about Australian animals, particularly those
animals affected by the bush fires. Some of
our favorite animals are koalas, emus, and
kangaroos. We learned about animal
doctors - veterinarians, and how they help
the animals. We set up an area in our
classroom where students could bring in their
stuffed animals and take them to the
classroom vet.
We also learned a lot about fire! The
Banga fire department came to visit us and
showed us their fire truck, gear and even let
us hear their sirens!
Through all of this we have also been
counting and learning our colors. We are
getting very good at counting to 10 and
recognizing all the colors around us!
The students have been very creative
by making different types of artwork. We
even made a collaborative piece of art that
raised money for the animals affected by
the bushfires in Australia.
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G’day Mates!
K1
This quarter kinder learned all about
Australia and Australian animals. We were
inspired to teach our little earth ambassadors all
about this country shortly after hearing about
the devastating bushfires that were taking
place. Our aim was to teach our little ones
about a new country and culture, the
importance of fire safety, and how humans have
an important job taking care of our planet. We
spent the month of February making art for an
art auction, all proceeds were donated to an
animal charity in Australia. The K1s loved
learning
about
koalas,
kangaroos
and
kookaburras, and our favourite song is “The
Gumtree
Family”
by
Justine
Clarke.
After learning about Australia, we spent a
week learning about magical unicorns, followed
by mermaids. Now we are learning from home
(in our pyjamas). We miss our K1 friends dearly
but we are all staying connected. We hope that
our everyone is safe and happy, and we cannot
wait to see everyone again soon!
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Our Little Helpers
K2
Although our 3rd Quarter ended abruptly, it was
filled with meaningful experiences for K2 students. Upon
returning from our holidays and learning about the
bushfires in Australia, we decided to focus our
exploration on that country’s native animals and
habitats, as well as community helpers such as firefighters
and vets. Through participation in an auction for wildlife
relief, K2 learned how they too can make a difference
and that no effort is too small.
During Wellness Week, our Outdoor Classroom
focused on activities to develop a sense of wellbeing
within themselves and the greater community. K2
students washed vegetables to promote healthy eating,
made treats for animals in a local shelter, learned how to
make eco-bricks, and enjoyed a picnic with all of
Kindergarten.
Last but not forgotten was our Berkley Book
Bonanza. We were lucky enough to have a guest author,
Janice Santikarn, visit us for a special reading. K2L also
spent time with G1K and G3K for some exciting reading
buddy meet-ups. The older kids worked on building their
reading confidence, while the little ones developed their
listening skills. We wrapped up the week with a fun book
character dress up day.
We hope to be back at school and continue our
journey of learning and exploration soon!
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Motivation & Compassion

K3
It has been a challenging yet rewarding
quarter for K3 students. With news of the devastating
bushfires in Australia, teachers and students alike
were motivated to do something to help. We began
by learning all about Australia - its geographical
location, its diverse culture and landscape, and,
what captured the greatest student interest, its
unique wildlife. As we learned about bushfires, we
compared helpful fires with dangerous fires and were
introduced to fire safety, complete with a visit from
the local fire department! We then watched real-life
newscasts to tell us more about the Australian
bushfires and their drastic effects on local
communities and the environment. Most importantly,
though, in the face of the crisis what stood out were
those around the world doing what they could to
help, driving our own desire to make a difference as
well. While we hoped to plan a market fundraiser, our
project was cut short due to concerns regarding
Covid-19. We came together for the art auction,
however, and while our initial plans did not follow
through, the motivation, compassion, and resilience
we developed along the way made the experience
invaluable!
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Alphabets
& Vocabularies

Kinder Thai

Kinder students have been learning more about Thai alphabets and Thai
vocabularies in Thai class for the third quarter.
Pre-k students have learned to read , explore Thai alphabets and easy
vocabularies and do activities promoting fine motor skills.
K1 students have started to read and write Thai alphabets and essential
vocabularies related to learning themes such as counting numbers,colors and
shapes.They are able to react more about meaning of thai instructions and gaining
more vocab.
K2 students also learn more about alphabets and vocab and started to remember
and be able to write their names in Thai by themselves.Most of them are so developed in
counting Thai numbers ,knowing more alphabets and colors in Thai.
K3 students are encourage to focus on reading and writing different kind of words
by freehand and try to focus on following the right directions.

Level UP!
Elementary Thai
Elementary students have been working hard in Thai class for the third quarter.
Grade 1 students have learned about Thai vowels that harder than last quarter and
have been starting how to make Thai sentences. Grade 2 students have started learning
about the groups of Thai final consonants. Grade 3 students also finished the topic of
parts of speech and we were impressed with how Grade 4 students developed their
reading and listening comprehension skills. Grade 5 students have started learning about
Thai proverbs and the basic structure of Thai poems which suits their levels and they
moved on so fast to the topic of reading.
For Non-Native Thai students, they have been so busy learning the third unit called
My School which about school places, classroom objects, activities at school and
classroom commands. They also have learned the topic of Thai culture that about Thai
elephants, cats and dogs.
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Team Work

PE

This third quarter has been filled with many exciting learning
experiences for our Berkeley Lions. Lions always work hard in PE to
achieve their best! We started this quarter with the soccer unit. The unit
is focused on improving coordination and gross motor skills. The next
unit, also focused on these skills, students learned how to play flag
football.
As part of Wellness Week, students got to take their shoes off and
experience the benefits of grounding. The students enjoyed this
experience.
Recently, we learned about volleyball. Students were practicing
their volleys, setting, bumps and spikes! A large focus of this unit is to
help students strengthen eye-hand coordination skills.
They also
learned one of the most important things, working as a team to reach
success! Students are doing their best, laughing and encouraging
each other, they are enjoying their Physical Education very much!
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Cultural & Musical
MUSIC
This semester the music department geared up for the
grade-level collaborative performances. Each grade worked in
their drama, music, art and homeroom classes to develop a
well-rounded cultural study. Grade 3 blew us all away in early
March with their collaborative Roman performance. Audience
members were treated to Roman-style facts, myths and legends as
well as thematic musical performances. The grade 3 classes
performed Roman Banquet on recorder, Venetian Rain on violin
and Entry of the Gladiators with percussion instruments. Way to set
the stage, grade 3!
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AT HOME ACTIVITIES
“I haven’t had a chance to sit
down and read all seven Harry
Potter books in a row for many
years, so I started yesterday.

BOOKS!

I’m

looking forward to rereading one
of my all-time favorite escapes
from reality from start to finish.”
- Ms. Jill

Children’s Authors
This

website

gives

a

list

of

children’s authors and activities
they are doing or read alouds
they have recorded. Check it out!
https://www.weareteachers.com/

BOOK CREATOR
This
is
an
amazing
website/app to create and
publish your own books. So
easy and so fun to write a
book with your young
authors at home. It’s also a
great resource with a lot of
free books created by
students
from
different
countries, different grade
levels,
about
different
subjects, and in different
languages!
https://bookcreator.com/re
sources-for-teachers/examp
le-books/

virtual-author-activities/

AUDIO STORIES
Stories available in many
languages and for all
ages:https://stories.audible
.com/start-listen

Ms. Sarah is reading
“Unspeakable
Things”
by Jess Loure
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Scientists and Musicians
Grade 1
Grade 1 classes have been
busy scientists in quarter three! We
began 2020 learning all about
sound. Students performed many
different
experiments
to
understand
that
sounds
are
vibrations. The best experiment
was being able to see the sound
waves! We placed tuning forks in
cups of water and watched the
water ripple and jump out of the
cup. Next, we learned all about
light.
Students learned about
translucent,
transparent
and
opaque objects and how beams
of light shine differently through
each.
Students have been
working hard on their writing. In
our recent unit “Poetry and
Songwriting” we learned how to
use tunes to write new lyrics. G1K
even got to sing one of their songs
for Friday Flag!
In Math, students learned how
to
measure
objects
using
centimeter rulers and centimeter
cubes. Students know that a very
important part of measuring is
matching the end points.
We
have had a great quarter 3 and
look forward to our next quarter!
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It’s Business Time
Grade 2

Our second grade students had a great opportunity to demonstrate all
they have learned across several subjects during our recent business fair. The
big topic in social studies was economics where we learned about the
difference between goods and services, the steps involved in planning and
producing many of the things we buy, and how products and services are
made available to consumers. Our future entrepreneurs were able to gain
first hand experience through choosing their own good or service, creating
plans then producing them, and hitting the marketplace to realize their
dreams. In math we had been studying about counting money. Although
we were “short changed” with time to practice due to the unexpected
closure of our school, students did a great job of using money to conduct
their business during the fair. .The best thing about this event is that everyone
has a great time doing it and we were able to help out our partner
organization Home of Praise. Here are a few things some students had to say
about their experience. Sota: “I liked selling my crackers and watching
everyone's shops at the business fair.” Winter: “I liked when Miss Lisa came to
Jason and my shop.” Hannah: “The thing that I liked most about the business
fair was selling the product.” Renaye “I liked the part when people came to
buy my stuff and we got to use money.” Son: “I like to raise money for the
charity.” Evan: “I liked setting up because me and Chris got to taste test the
lemonade and we got to pour the lemonade.”
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Learning Ancient Rome
Grade 3

In Quarter 3, third graders were busy
learning about Ancient Rome in preparation
for their big collaborative event! After a
delicious field trip to Peppina to make and eat
traditional Roman pasta, they spent weeks
studying Ancient Roman daily life and the
history of the Roman Empire. They even spent
a day as patricians and plebeians,
experiencing how it felt to live in the Ancient
Roman class system! Along the way, students
wrote journal entries to reflect on their learning
and compare it to life and society today. The
unit finished up with a big Ancient Roman
performance, where students got the
opportunity to share their learning with their
families! They performed Ancient Roman songs
on the recorder and violin, acted out
“Pandora’s Box,” “Mount Olympus” and
“Jupiter and the Bee,” and taught their
parents
the
positive
and
negative
characteristics of some Roman emperors.
Afterwards, students led their parents through
a gallery exhibition of artwork they made with
Ms. Erin, sharing Roman-style mosaics and
famous Roman buildings they made from clay.
Everyone left with bellies full of Italian food and
minds full of the stories of Ancient Rome!
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Solar S’mores
Grade 4
Grade Four had an exciting third quarter where students became experts
about life in Middle Ages Europe and Ancient Chinese dynasties, they learned
how to work with equivalent fractions, and they developed a deeper
understanding of how renewable and nonrenewable energy sources work!
One of the main highlights of quarter three was learning about solar energy. In
groups, students worked carefully to follow directions and build their very own
solar oven. Once assembled, students got to see first-hand how energy from
the sun could produce enough heat energy to cook a tasty treat! Luckily, in
Thailand we have plenty of sunshine, making for some delicious, gooey
s’mores!
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Royals and
Geographers
Grade 5
Grade 5 students have become
fraction Kings and Queens. Our math
world has been focused on adding,
subtracting, multiply and dividing
fractions with everything in between.
Students have become such experts
on the subject that they have
become the teacher in many
instances and taught each other. In
addition to this, students have chosen
a country to study and learn more
about. They are creating non-fiction
books, artwork, drama performances
and music related to their country
and will soon be ready to share their
hard work at our collaborative event
coming up soon. The tail end of the
quarter has been challenging as
students have been learning and
meeting via the internet. However,
efforts and attitudes have remained
positive. Seeing each other everyday
on zoom has been the highlight as we
continue our learning together online!
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Book Week

What a great Berkeley Book Bonanza we had this year to celebrate reading!
Covid-19 did not stop us! Across all divisions students focused on reading. There
were a number of great costumes worn by students, teachers and staff for our Dress
Up as Your Favorite Book Character Day. Janice Santikarn visited and read her
books to our KG and ES students. They were entertained and also got to ask
questions about what it’s like to be an author. Each day the whole school
participated in Drop Everything and Read (DEAR). DEAR times were a surprise so
when we heard the announcement to read we needed to pull out our books and
read! Secondary students who had a book with them for each session won an ice
cream party. To highlight their creativity, MS Students made both paper and digital
bookmarks in Art and IT classes. All ES students reached a class reading goal and
won a popcorn and movie party. KG students had guest readers come in to share
stories with them and also had Middle School students who were reading buddies. I
hope that our students will keep reading all year round. Please read with them at
20
home!

Wai Kru
Teacher’s day (วันครู Wan Kru)
is celebrated every year on January 16th in Thailand. It is
the day that teachers gather together to remember
their first teachers.
Thai people believe that any field of work will have a
teacher such as actors, dramatists, magicians, astrologists
and even boxers. Therefore, we need to have a Wai Kru
ceremony to worship or respect the teacher.
The highlights of the day include religious activities, a
ceremony of paying respect to teachers and activities to
strengthen unity among teachers.
This year our school celebrated Teacher’s Day on
Thursday 9th January 2020. The students had a chance to
pay respect to all the teachers according to Thai culture.
It was a beautiful ceremony.
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Hands-On
Art
Before we began worrying about what our
hands should be touching, the art classes in
Quarter 3 were full of hands-on learning.
G2 classes were constructing rectangular
frames for their Mondrian-inspired artworks.
G3 used their hands to create collaborative
sculptures based on Ancient Roman times.
G4 used clay to make Ming Dynasty-inspired
pottery bowls.
G5 hand-made clay foods from the individual
countries each student was studying.
Middle school students were very lucky to do
many 3D projects which required their
construction- from Chinese lanterns, to
nature-mandalas on their hand-stitched fabric
banners. They worked with wood to build
miniature fences and deconstructed them
using pliers and sand-paper.
High school visual arts students in Q3 made
amazing collages using colorful bits of torn
and cut papers assembled into pictures
representing the theme of ‘Love’. They
hand-made journals from recycled materialsstitching the spines of the books after
hammering holes through the stacks of paper.
We will donate the sketchbooks to local
charity “Paper Rangers” for those children in
need of stationary. At home, they are now
working on ‘biomorphic’ clay sculptures
based on organic forms and emotions.
22

Dedicated Coaches
Learning Lab
Berkeley's Innovative Learning Lab is a place where Middle and High School students can
give and receive academic support as they reach for individual goals of excellence.
Trained student coaches provide cognitive coaching every day after school as Berkeley
students take their learning to the next level. Academic coaches are ready to help students
develop their planning and study skills, critical thinking and writing skills; conversation and public
speaking skills in all subject areas, including Mathematics. Bring some work, some questions or
goals and visit a Berkeley academic coach!
Our team of dedicated coaches were trained by Joe Schaaf from Tianjin, China along with
students and teachers from NIST, and BIS Phuket in September 2019. Berkeley Coaches then
trained up some more of our students and we now have a team of 16 academic coaches with
Charles Puttcharnun Plyngam as our student Learning Lab Supervisor. Charles coaches students
and helps keep the Learning Lab on track by ensuring that there are coaches available for duty
after school each day.
Our student coaches work with our High School students in the Learning Lab, others have
supported Middle School Study Halls and the Elementary Homework Club. So far, our Learning Lab
has recorded over 80 coaching sessions but there are many more unrecorded sessions where our
coaches have shared their time, knowledge and care.
I am sure that many Berkeley students, parents and staff would like to join Ms. Lou Lynton,
Ms. Sarah Nickel and Ms. Zoe Diacou in thanking the following students for their hard work, and
dedication:
Charles Plyngam, Shuhei Kihara, Peter Purdon, Putter Saeun, Mashi Oya, Moegi Oya,
Amanda Bolin, Yok Kritayanutkul, Raine Prieto, Risa Okada, Miyu Li, Maddie Tufnell, Cat Walton,
Natalie Pederson, Alivia Passal, Erina Sweeney, Remi Bourret and Ariella Lynton.
Three cheers for our coaches!
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AT HOME ACTIVITIES
Rice Cooker
Apple Cake

Workouts

“This recipe is
really easy! I
made this at
my house last
week. Enjoy!”
- Ms. Erin

Scan this
code to find
the recipe.

ALL RECIPES
If you have a
few ingredients
going bad,
type them in
the search bar
and various
recipes will
show up, sort by
rating and read
reviews/tips.

Recipes

Fitness
Blender
Youtube
Scan this code to find all kinds
of in home fitness videos.

Down
Dog
App
If you register with your
Berkeley email, these
fitness apps are free on
your phone or computer
until July 1st! Down Dog,
Yoga for Beginners, HIIT,
Barre, and 7 Minute Workout
24

Flourishing In
Grade 6
Well, the 6th graders are in
the home stretch of their first year
in middle school. We came back
from the winter break with a gusto!
The 6th graders all put on a great
performance at the carnival to
celebrate Chinese New Year! In
English Language Arts, we just
finished reading the novel Poppy,
by Avi. At the beginning of that
unit, the students wrote their own
fantasy short stories with animals as
characters. While reading the
book, students got to dissect owl
pellets to bring part of the story to
life, and bring a little science into
the reading experience. At the
end of the unit, all of the students
made some very creative projects
to wrap it up and summarize the
story. These projects included
songs, puppet shows, and comic
books. In Social Studies, 6th grade
has been studying Egypt and
Mesopotamia. In PE students have
had a chance to play a bit of
softball. It has been very exciting
to see this class grow into their role
as middle school students!
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Keeping Busy!
Grade 7
This has been the third quarter for the 7th graders. They
are headed into their last quarter until they are the big dogs
of middle school. In Math they have been creating scale
drawings of candy wrappers, changing their original size to a
bigger one by using scale factor. In science, students drew 4
food chains and 1 food web to talk and see the energy
transfer from one substance to another. In Language Arts, the
students also did their job fair, based on the book The Giver.
They have been creating and performing many tasks for their
learning and will continue to give it their best in the fourth
quarter.
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Studious Students
Grade 8
I can’t believe we are halfway through this semester!
Soon our 8th graders will be in high school but until then let’s
look at what they have been doing recently. In social
studies, the 8th graders had a current events debate. Before
they could debate students had to research and analyze
information about the Chinese government detaining the
Uighurs in Xinjiang. After researching, the 8th graders
composed their speech and finally debated! This lesson
pushed students out of the comfort zones, however, they
enjoyed voicing their opinions and debating against their
classmates. During science class, the students had an
exciting time playing the chemistry game! In groups,
students created a board game to review the five major
principles of chemistry. In the end, they graded their group
mates on how well they did their research, creating the
game, and demonstration. The 8th graders were also being
creative in ELA! They are currently creating video projects
about the novels they just finished. The novels were fantasy,
sci-fi, or dystopian so those videos will definitely be fun to
watch! Let’s see what quarter 4 has in store for our 8th
graders.
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Lots of Learning
Ms/HS Thai
This quarter, secondary students start with the
Literature unit. They have learned about Thai literature
that is related to Thai beliefs and culture. We discussed
many stories that had been written in Sukhothai,
Ayutthaya and also the Rattanakosin period. G.6 has
studied with Sang Thong, also Phra Apai Manee in G.7
and Suphasit Phraroung in G.8. Students can reflect their
knowledge in many kinds of writing such as analytical
writing and summary writing. Students developed their
language skills through learning activities, for example,
reading comprehension, sharing ideas and opinions
related to the story, etc.
For culture class, students had a chance to learn
Thai wisdom both inside class and out of class. Cooking
Thai dessert, drawing Thai art and making Thai famous
building models made them fun with various Thai
activities. They gained many experiences through
hand-on activities and learned how to work in a team.
Everyone did a great job!
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An Experience Beyond
SPANISH
This trimester High and Middle school Spanish students, took part in a
cultural field trip which allowed them to experience two of the most
passionate things the Spaniards are proud of: gastronomy and dance.
We started our adventure by joining a Flamenco dancing workshop
hosted by the HOME: a fun, homely space to inspire the self and stimulate the
senses through art, craft, movement, rhythm and taste. Flamenco dance
(baile) is a highly-expressive, Spanish dance form.The flamenco is a solo
dance characterized by hand clapping, percussive footwork, and intricate
hand, arm, and body movements. The dance is usually accompanied by a
singer and guitarist. Flamenco dance and the guitar music that accompanies
it, comes from southern Spain in the Andalusian region associated with gypsy
people. Flamenco dancers, known as bailaores and bailaoras, are serious
and passionate. At the end of the workshop the students had the opportunity
to decorate and learn how to move a typical spanish fun “abanico”
After learning how passionate the Spaniards are it was time to taste
their food and in particular one of the most international Spanish dishes “la
paella “(based on rice with seafood and chicken ) and of course Churros
with chocolate as a dessert . Along with the preparation of the paella, the
chef from ARROZ restaurant, explained the story, origins as well as some
handy tips to help us how you make a paella to be proud of. After cooking
we all enjoyed and shared our paella and churros with our classmates.
It was by all means a memorable and fun trip to share with my students.
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Always

Diligent
Mandarin
Time went by quickly in quarter 3. Students in
Mandarin have been so busy!
After Christmas break, we only had two
weeks left for Chinese New Year Carnival. We were
practicing for our shows at carnival while starting
new lessons in Chinese. The Carnival was a huge
success with a big crowd and the Mandarin
students’ performances were definitely the
highlights of the evening.
We learned Colors and Fruits in G1 together with fun color
scavenger hunt and Luo bo dun activities. G2 students started
Clothing and Daily Necessities units and did great Chinese
speaking projects. G3 students finished their Garden unit and
moved on to Breakfast and we made yummy traditional Chinese
breakfast. G4 and G5 students finished Physical Labour and
started the Weather unit. During Wellness week we had an
amazing tea culture study and G4/5 students helped prepare for
Wuhan Wellness. All ES students have been working hard on
expanding their vocab bank and improving their speaking and
writing skills.
Secondary Mandarin students also quickly poured their
energy back into their Mandarin learning after the CNY. G6 has
finished the topic of food and fruits. They have made cute food
books to tell their favourite food. G7 has finished the topic of
transportation and public places. Everyone has built their own
town on a map with all the buildings marked in Chinese. G8 have
finished their unit of body parts and health. They had a lot of fun
in labelling the body parts in their own photos. Besides learning
different topics, such as cities, story writings, etc. HS Mandarin
classes watched a high rating Chinese movie, NeZha. They did
research about the famous Chinese mythology about Nezha,
made presentations and storyboards. It’s always important to
understand the culture more while learning the language!

30

Quarantine Time

31

What Are They Up To?
Grade 9

The grade nine students are now three quarters of the way
through their first year of high school. This group has been
studying similarity and trigonometric ratios in the third quarter.
One of their big culminating projects at the end was to use their
knowledge of solving triangles to determine the location and
trajectory of a shooter at a fictional crime scene. Students were
given multiple crime scenes with drops of blood, they used the
width and length of the drops to determine the angle of impact.
After determining this angle, they used a technique called
“stringing”, where they then determined from how far away and
how high the shot was taken. Currently, the class is finishing up
our measurement unit on surface area and volume. Coming into
the fourth quarter, these students are in a great position to finish
the year off strong. I hope everyone continues to stay safe
during this unique quarantine period. Take care.
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Cultural Perspectives
Grade 10
Despite the disruptions caused by
COVID-19, Grade 10 has kept busy! The
students in Honors English 10 have been
studying literary analysis with Yaa Gyasi's
historical fiction novel, Homegoing. They've
used dialectical journals and mentor texts
to improve their ability to use evidence to
back up their claims, evaluate a theme,
and, ultimately to create a podcast with
their own book reviews. Stay tuned to
Berkeley's social media channels where
you'll hear some fine examples from this
class. We have some fine radio announcers
in the making! Before schools had to begin
distance learning, the Grade 10 English
class was enjoying a riveting study of
Shakespeare’s famous tragedy Macbeth.
We started with a digital “escape room”
where they had to use clues and solve
puzzles to find out more about Shakespeare
and his world. As they began to read
Macbeth, they honed their character
analysis skills by scrutinizing the characters’
motivations, and developed their critical
thinking skills making predictions and
inferences based on the content of the
play. Finally, they tried their hand at a bit of
acting, and had a lot of fun pretending to
be ruthless dictators, witches, Scottish
nobility, and even an evil queen.
Currently, Grade 10 English is studying a unit on cultural perspectives, in which the
students have read some short stories and memoirs through which they’ve been
exploring the idea that although peoples’ cultures vary widely, we all have our
humanity in common. It’s a fun thing to study here at Berkeley, where we’re lucky to
have representatives of many different cultures all working and learning together. The
wonderful diversity of our school is proving, once again, to be a great benefit to our
wonderful students.
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Hard at Work
Grade 11

Grade 11 have had their hands full
with academics and multiple events leading
up to the school closure due to Covid 19 in
March. The students had done the practice
run for the traffic project and worked
through the entire tabulation and data
collection scenarios when the overwhelming
pollution levels in Bangkok caused us to
delay the project. Don’t lose heart, we will try
again!
The HS Physics class has been using
Quizlet review to complete their content and
is now moving towards understanding optics
and rays by understanding how light moves
through lenses and then working on the
same with their graphs.
The AP Physics 1 class did a splendid
job taking the content by the horns and
finishing the syllabus in February itself and
then starting their labs and Harkness
discussions. The labs are a mandatory part of
AP Physics course and students have been
hard at work as you can see from the
pictures. The Harkness discussion, as invented
at Exeter Academy, revolves around
students leading discussions and working as
a team to work on challenges under the
guidance of the teacher. It has helped us
immensely since students can continue this in
our online classes through Zoom.
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The End of a Chapter...
Grade 12
Berkeley’s 4th graduating class is busy doing us all proud! Everyone of them who
applied has been accepted into universities around the world. Special shout out to Taylore for
completing 70 applications AND getting a full-ride scholarship to the Holt School of Business in
San Francisco! Fast approaching are deadlines for Thai and Japanese universities, as well as
final decision time for those who have already been accepted. Some of our students are even
taking a “gap year” to travel and do volunteer work around the world. You do us proud!
Many seniors have been learning and/or improving practical skills this year through
Family and Consumer Sciences and Public Speaking classes.
Students have gained
confidence in their ability to do quality presentations, video presentations, and to live
independently as they leave to go to university or start jobs and gain roommates.
Seniors have also worked hard with Ms. Katrina and were able to raise over 20,000 baht
for them to purchase supplies and help fix-up a school in the Uthaithani province. The school is
very run down and in need of supplies. While they were unable to actually complete the
project themselves (due to COVID-19), with funds raised the school was able to get the
supplies needed. The funds were raised primarily by putting their cooking skills to use, hosting
BBQs and bake sales throughout the year.
Academic highlights include reading Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury and playing an
economics version of the British game show “Golden Balls”. In English class they took on the
role of the propagandist and made posters for books that they think are especially
"dangerous," according to the views of Bradbury's society. They're now creating a sequel to
the novel. Half of the class is writing stories, the other half is making a movie. The seniors in AP
Microeconomics class recently covered "Game Theory" as part of the Monopoly unit. During
their review game, the last two students remaining were Opal and Gary and they had to
decide to SPLIT or STEAL. The STAKES WERE HIGH as these points could be added to any
assignment (except test) from the entire year. So, the incentive was for them to split 25 points
each to their own assignment or steal 50 points to use on any two assignments for themselves.
At the end they both chose SPLIT and scores were added to their Alma. On further reflection
both agreed that they would have been tempted to steal had they gone against a stranger
and peer pressure and knowing each other as classmates made both of them take the
societally safer option of split. It was a wonderful time with a lot of nerves and we hope
students get tested on Game Theory during their AP Exam.
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Proud of our Students
Counselor Corner
Well, 2020, you have shown us that in hindsight, previous years haven’t been
all that bad! What a start to our 3rd quarter here at Berkeley. Seniors started out
strong with most already having their colleges lined up for Fall of 2020, and others on
the track to acceptance. They made good use of their time working on AP courses,
online classes and finishing up the last of their community service hours. We did get
to enjoy a fun-filled day away for our Ecotourism trip, where we planted trees and
learned a bit about seafood harvesting in the gulf.
We worked extra hard to raise funds to provide for various service trips we had
planned, that was until COVID-19. I am so very proud of our seniors, however, as all
of our plans got washed away for the year, they still worked hard to provide for
those in need. Money was raised, through our infamous lunch BBQ’s, to help an
underprivileged school in the North West of Thailand paint and renovate their small
campus. While we weren’t able to actually go ourselves, enough money was
provided to buy all of the supplies needed and it was completed by another team
that was visiting.

Our entire high school pulled together to raise money for an organization that
benefits the poor children of workers here in Thailand, over 1,300 USD was raised,
meals were provided, and everyone had a very fun day. Our students are not only
completing the graduation requirement of 40 hours of community service, but they
are learning the importance of helping others who are less fortunate and
contributing to our society as a whole. I couldn’t be more proud!
With all the cancellations and uncertainty, I can’t express how proud I am to
be a part of such a caring community. Our students have worked hard to complete
their AP classes and will be looking to take (more than likely) an online exam in May,
as Universities work hard to accommodate those who were unable to take their
scheduled SAT. Middle school students are getting prepared for what lies ahead
with meetings regarding high school entrance (8th to 9th grade) and a presentation
for those who are leaving elementary and moving into a whole new world that is
Middle School. Please always feel free to contact Mrs. Katrina regarding any issues
you have in Secondary or check out her website:
https://sites.google.com/berkeley.ac.th/bis-secondary-counseling/high-school
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VIRTUAL SPIRIT WEEK
We are all at home, why not have a friendly competition!
Take a picture or video of yourself completing the daily
spirit challenge - get creative! Tag Berkeley INternational
School on Facebook or instagram to be featureD!
Lets see who can be most spirited this week!

APRIL 20-24TH

Monday - Pajama Day
Back to online learning, but today you can wear your
Pajamas to class!

Tuesday - Wacky Dance in your Wacky Clothes
Teach me how to tik tok! Show us your craziest dance
moves! Spice it up a bit and wear wacky clothes.

Wednesday - What are you Reading?
Show us what you are reading at home. Where is your
favorite place (or silliest place) to read at home?

Thursday - Show Us What You’re Cooking
Have you been cooking, Baking or making snacks while
you’ve been at home? Show us what you have made!

Friday - Lion Spirit Gear
Wear your house color shirt, sports uniform, or school
uniform. How loud can you Roar?!
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